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1. INTK~DUUION 
F. Bachmann [ 11 formulates the relation problem as the task to find short 
relations such that every relation is a conscqucncc of thcsc original relations. 
We shall solve the relation problem for the projective general linear group 
and the projective special linear group (Theorem 2) and for the group of 
aflinities (Theorem 7). Every relation between axial affinities is a conse- 
quence of k-relations with k < 4. Similar results are known for other classical 
groups. The solution of the relation problem for the projective general linear 
group YGL(V) and the projective specinl linear group PSL(V) differs from 
the general pattern: There are n-relations between central collineations and 
(n + I)-relations between elations that are not consequences of k-relations 
with k < 4. 
2. RELATJONS BETWEES CENTRAL COLLJNEATJONS AND 
RELATJONS BETWEEN ELATJONS 
We shall assume that V is a vector space of arbitrary (possibly infinite) 
dimension > 3 over any (possibly noncommutative) field K. The general 
linear group of V will be denoted by CL(V) and the group of homotheties by 
H(V). If rr E CL(V), then the subspace F(n) = {.u E V; xn = x} is called the 
fix of 71 and the suhspace R(n) = (x” -x; x E V) is called the puth of rr. If 
codim F(X) = 1. then 7~ is called a sinzple transformation. 
Let G be a group and Z‘ a system of generators that is normal in G. i.e.. 
u ‘Tu c T for CJ E T, and such that T ’ c T. If ui E T, then the k-tuple 
(0, ,..., CJ~) is a word in the free group f(T) generated by the set T. A word 
(0 , ,..., uk) of length k is a k-relation if u, . .. uk = 1. 
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For rr E CL(V), let P(n) denote the action of II on the subspaces of V. 
Then P(n) E PGL(V) and the mapping P is a homomorphism of GL( V) onto 
PGL ( V). 
Now let G be a subgroup of GL(V) and T a system of generators for G 
such that every element in T is simple, T is normal in G, and T-’ c T. 
Clearly, the set PT has analogous properties with respect to PG and PI,.: 
T+ PT is a bijection. The mapping P: (o, ,..., a,) -+ (P(ol) ,..., P(a,)) is a 
bijection of the free group f(T) 
relations in J(PT). 
onto J(PT). It maps relations in e(7) into 
Let T, be the set of all k-relations in f(T) with k < 4 and (TJ the 
smallest normal subgroup of 
f 
(7’) containing T4. Then (PT.,) is the smallest 
normal subgroup of J(PT) containing PT., . 
LEMMA 1. For each k < dim V there is a bijeciion between all k-relations 
in f(T) and in J(PT). 
Proof: Let (P(a,),..., P(a,)) be a k-relation in (PI’), then 
P(a*) *** P(a,) = 1 and therefore t ***u,=qEH( ). Clearly 
of, i F(ai) c F(q). This implies codim F(r,ryk k < dim V and consequently 
17 = 1. Thus (a, ,..., u,J is a k-relation in f(r). Trivially, if (a, ,..., uk) is a k- 
relation in f(T), then (P(u,),..., P(u,)) is a k-relation in J(PT) 
Now let either G = GL(V) and T the set of all simple transformations, or 
G = SL( V), K commutative, and T the set of all transvections. In each case, 
T has the previously stated properties. If dim V = n is finite, then for each 
qE H(V)\{l} and sEH(V)nSL(V)\(l} there are &E T such that 
ny-,<,=q. Now for each ~EH(V)\(l} and qEH(V)nSL(V)\{l) we 
choose exactly one such p-tuple and define 2 = ((cl,..., [,,) E J(T); ?j E 
H(V)\{1 )I and Z = {(Cl,..., CD> E (T); rl E ff(V)n WV)\{ 1 I), respec- 
tively. We can choose p = n if G = b L(V) and p = n + 1 if K is commutative 
and G = SL(V) (compare, e.g. [4], pp. 300 and 302). If dim V is not finite, 
then Z = 0. 
Let R be the smallest normal subgroup of J(T) containing T4 U Z. 
THEOREM 2. Every relation in f ( PT is a consequence of relations in ) 
P( T, U Z). 
Proof. Assume first G = GL(V). Let (P(u,),..., P(u,)) be a relation in 
p(PT). If k < dim V, then (a, ,..., uk) is a relation in 
d 
(7) by Lemma 1. By 
]5, Theorem 81, we get (u,,..., u,J = 0 mo (T.,) and therefore 
(P(u,),..., P(u,)) = 0 mod (PT,). For any k, if dim V = n < co, then there is 
some ([, ,..., <,,) E Z such that u, .. . uk = c, . . . [,,. Therefore, 
u, **. UkG’ ... [; ’ = 1 and (a, ,..., u,J = (u, ,..., uk, [; ’ ,..., &‘) mod R. Now 
Theorem 8 in ]5] implies that (a, ,..., uk, &’ ,..., c;‘) = 0 mod (T.,). Since 
(T,) c R, we get (a, ,..., u,J = 0 mod R. Thus (P(u,) ,..., P)o,)) = 0 mod PR. 
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For G = SL( I’) we can use a similar argument, but we have to replace n 
by n + 1 and use [ 2, Satz 71, instead of [5, Theorem 81. 
We now state an immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY 3. If dim V = CO, then every relation between central 
collineations in PGL(V) is a consequence of relations of lengths at most 4. If 
dim V = n < CO, then every relation between central collineations in PGL(V) 
is a consequence of k-relations with k < 4 and k = n. 
COROLLARY 4. Assume K is commutative. Then every relation between 
elations in PSL(V) is a consequence of relations of lengths at most 4 if 
dim V is infinite. If dim V = n < 00, then every relation between elations is a 
consequence of relations of lengths n + 1 and of lengths at most 4. 
In most classical groups, all relations are consequences of k-relations 
where k < 4. This is not the case for the projective general linear group or 
for the projective special linear group. In order to see this we assume now 
that dim V > 4. Then by Lemma 1 we get (PT), = P(T,) and therefore 
(WM = (P(T.4)). If now PZ c ((PT),), then Z c (TJ), which is not the 
case since (T,,) consists of relations while the elements in Z are not relations. 
Therefore the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 5. If dim V > 4, then there are relations between central 
collineations in PGL( V) and also relations between elations in PSL( V) that 
are not consequences of k-relations with k < 4. 
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN AXIAL AFFINITIES 
Before solving the relation problem for axial affinities we are going to 
introduce a number of concepts. 
Let B be a subspace of V with codim B = 1. The group N = {rr E GL( V); 
B(n) c B} is called the afjne subgroup of GL(V). 
A simple element o E N is called axial affinity if F(a) # B; it is called a 
translation if F(a) = B. 
Now we shall denote the set of all axial affinities by T. Clearly, T- ’ c T 
and T is normal in N. Let P(T) be the free group generated by T. 
in 
The word (o; ,..., ah) = (n’) in f is derived from the word (a, ,..., a,) = (n) 
e 
if (n’) = (n) mod (T,,) and if ny’, F(a;) I) i-J:-, F(oi). 
et t’ E V. The word (a, ,..., a,) in /’ has v-defect k if v @ F(Ui) for exactly 
k of the elements ui, i= l,..., t; it IS v-ordered if v E F(ui) and v 66 F(u,) 
implies i < j; it is contracted if dim B(u,u,+ ,) = 2 for i = l,..., t - 1; it is E- 
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contracted if either criui+, is a translation or dim B(oiai-,) = 2 for i = 
1 )..., t - 1. 
We shall denote the dual space of V by V*. 
LEMMA 6. Let a,, a2 be axial affinities and t’ E v\B. If u, oz = z is a 
translation, then there are axial afinities ai, a; such that B(u;) = B(r) = 
B(a,)for i = 1, 2; v E F(a;); and F(ai) f7 F(o;) = F(o,) f7 F(a,). 
Proof: Let a; be a simple transformation with B(oi) = B(r) = B(ai) and 
such that KC, F(o,) nF(o,) c F(a;). Put a; = ai- ‘r, then ala; = r and 
B(a;) = B(a; -’ t) = B(r), also F(a;) 2 F(o;) nF(r) 2 F(a,) n F(02). Now uf 
are axial aftinities; namely, F(a;) # B since v & B. If F(cr;) = B, then F(cr;) = 
F(sa;-‘) 2 F(t) nF(u;) = B which is a contradiction. Since 7 is a tran- 
slation, we have F(o;) # F(u;) as well as F(a,)# F(02). otherwise all fixes 
would be equal to B. Hence F(a;) n F(a;) = F(a,) n F(a,). 
LEMMA 7. Let v E V\B. If z E IV with dim B(n) = 2, then n = pa, where 
p, o are axial aflnities, and v E F(p). 
Proof: If v @ F(X), define o: x +x + x’(vR - v)? where I// E V* such that 
v’ = 1, F(n)O = 0, and D” = 0 for some complement D of Kv @F(X) that is 
not contained in B. Then u is an axial affinity since D c F(o). Also, vn = vn 
and therefore vno .’ = v. Put p = rrc -I, then v E F(p), B(p) c B(X) c B, and 
F(p) = Ku 0 F(X) # B. Hence p is an axial affinity. 
If v E F(n): then we start with any v’ 65 F(n) and use the same method to 
factor rr. We end up with two factors p and u, where v E F@), F(a). 
THEOREM 8. Lef (a ,,..., a,) = (n) be a relation in 
word is derived from (n). 
f. Then the empty 
Proof: Let v E v\B. We can assume that (a, ,...: a,) is v-ordered and E- 
contracted since we can v-order by 15, Lemma 51, and then contract by 15, 
Lemma 71. Clearly, v-ordering and contracting do not increase the v-defect. 
Now we shall prove by induction on the v-defect of the word 
(0 , ,..., 0,) = (n) that there is a word b(a, ,..., a,) which is derived from (x) 
and whose v-defect is zero. 
If v E F(ui) for i = I,..., t - 1: then also v E F(u,) since u, ... u, = 1. 
Now assume v E F(oi) and v k? F(u, , ,) U B for i < t - 1. If ujaj _. , is a 
translation for some j > i, then by Lemma 6 we get ujuj, , = ajo,!,. , , where 
aj, a,!,. , are axial affinities, B(oj) = B(uj+ ,) = B(u,oj+ ,) = B(oj) = B(oj, ,), 
F(oj) fJ F(aj, ,) = F(oj) n F(uj, ,), and v E F(u;). This way we can reduce 
the v-defect. 
Now we may assume that dim B(u,oj-. ,) = 2 for allj > i since (a, :..., u,) is 
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E-contracted. Then by Lemma 7, there are axial affinities ~1.. , , a,!-1 with 
UEF(CJJ+,) and (T~+,o~.,~=~~+,u~-~. Thus we have reduced the c-defect. 
Since for every word (Us,..., a,) in 1 the space nj=, F(Ui) has finite 
codimension, we can now use induction on this codimension to see that there 
is a derived word d(u, ,..., u,) which has v-defect zero for all t’ E V\B. But 
then, clearly, d(u,) . . . . ul) = 0. 
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